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Caplletra 55 (Tardor 2013)

Bernat Metge, Book of Fortune and Prudence. Introduced and translated by 
David Barnett. Barcelona, Barcino and Woodbridge, Tamesis, 2011. 87 pp.

This very welcome translation of Bernat Metge’s most significant poem joins 
Richard Vernier’s translation of the author’s most important prose work, his Somni 
[The Dream], so English speakers now have access to both of Metge’s principal literary 
works. Barnett bases his translation on Lluís Cabré’s authoritative edition of the Cata-
lan text, which is conveniently placed facing the English translation for the benefit of 
readers who may want to check some particular point in the original.

Metge’s Book (1381) begins as the narrator is taking an early morning walk along 
the seashore in Barcelona and is tricked into boarding a boat that carries him off to 
a strange island. There he encounters an extremely ugly old woman, who identifies 
herself as Fortune. The narrator accuses Fortune of treating him badly and at the peak 
of the verbal battle that follows, Fortune tosses the narrator through the air and his 
rough landing knocks him out. When he comes to, he meets Prudence, who is ac-
companied by the Liberal Arts. Prudence demonstrates to the narrator the injustice 
of his blaming Fortune for his present state, and in the ensuing dialogue she adduces 
the standard arguments for God’s justice and providence being more powerful than 
Fortune. Prudence and the Liberal Arts accompany the narrator back to the boat, 
which returns him to Barcelona.

Barnett’s concise and synthetic introduction neatly contextualizes the work for 
the reader. After painting life in medieval Barcelona in a few deft sentences, Barnett 
gives an overview of Metge’s life. Born in the 1349s, Metge was thus a contemporary 
of Chaucer. He was a notary by profession, and in 1390 he became the private secre-
tary of Peter IV, king of Aragon. After the death of King John I in 1396, Metge was 
accused of accepting bribes and misspending public funds, put on trial, and impris-
oned. However, in 1405 he became King Martin I’s private secretary. Metge died in 
Barcelona in 1413. As in the case of other writers of the period, the move from secretary 
or notary to translator and/or creative writer appears to have been an easy one. After 
surveying Metge’s other works, Barnett presents the Book’s manuscript history and 
offers a detailed summary of its contents. He then discusses the work’s sources, the 
most important of which are Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, Henry of Settimello’s 
Elegia, Alan of Lille’s Anticlaudianus, and the Romance of the Rose. Barnett, following 
John Fleming, calls attention to the importance of Metge’s vernacularization of the 
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Latin tradition of the philosophical-allegorical dialogue. Since the poem’s discussion 
of the fortune/providence relationship is hardly new, its originality arises rather from 
its use of lively dialogue in Catalan verse to purvey philosophical truths and from the 
way it seamlessly passes from one source to another.

To the extent that the encounter with Fortune and then the encounter with 
Prudence take the form of dialogues, Metge’s verse is often quite colloquial, and Bar-
nett’s translation manages to find suitably colorful English equivalents. For example, 
I liked «hearty laughter» (37) for «trop riure». When the narrator is lying face down 
on the ground, Fortune tells him not to talk nonsense (or to rave) about what he will 
see and hear: «no us esperdats per res que vejats ne ojats.» Barnett turns the phrase 
around and uses an even more colorful verb, saying: «don’t let anything you see or hear 
unhinge you» (49). In other cases, Barnett even goes beyond the original in achieving 
a colloquial tone. When the Liberal Arts find the narrator lying face down on the 
ground —again!—, they comment: «Est hom és perillós» [«This man is in danger»], 
which the translator offers as «This man is in a critical condition» (63). The narrator 
tells the old man he meets at the beginning that he would rather have given him «la 
roba que port» [«the clothing I’m wearing»]. Barnett felicitously translates the phrase 
as «the shirt off my back» (33). The narrator refers to the deceptive old man as «vilanàs 
fals» [«deceitful villain»], which the translator renders with the even more colorful 
«double-crossing villain» (35).

In a very few cases I disagreed with Barnett’s choices. On p. 69 clergues is trans-
lated as «priests,» thus restricting the wide semantic range that «clerks» had in the 
Middle Ages. The narrator states that Fortune «als uns dóna e als altres toll» [«gives 
to some and takes away from others»], which Barnett correctly translates as «some 
have plenty and others are deprived» (31). However, I feel the passage would have had 
greater punch if Fortune had retained her role as the subject of the phrase.

The useful footnotes cover a wide range of topics and are aimed at a similarly 
wide range of educated but not necessarily expert readers. Proofreading has been 
careful, and I found no significant typographical errors. Finally, although one can’t 
tell a book by its cover, this paperback has a notably sturdy cover and is a particularly 
handsomely-produced volume that one could justifiably call slim but elegant. 
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